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Indeed, because portfolio theory is unfamiliar to many scholars working on optimal spatial conservation planning, we chose to use the simplest and most well-established version of portfolio analysis, Modern Portfolio Theory, which uses only mean returns, variances, and covariances in the decision problem. This permitted a clear explanation of the basic technique and the kinds of benefits that can be gained from using efficient portfolio analysis. Application of portfolio analysis to conservation planning will certainly be more complex than the simple model we presented in our paper. We agree with Dunkel and Weber (1), for example, that distributions of climate outcomes with "fat tails" will pose challenges to portfolio analysis that will need to be addressed and that alternative measures of the risk to be minimized, such as value at risk, will be valuable alternatives to the symmetrical measure, variance, in many contexts.
However, several statements in their letter warrant clarification or mild dispute. First, those who work on portfolio analysis for conservation should be clear that the distributions that matter are the probability distributions of the ecological outcome of concern rather than the distributions of climate outcomes (e.g., temperature, precipitation) themselves (3). Although it is true that "climate risks in different locations are not idiosyncratic but largely driven by global factors" (1), responses of features of conservation concern to changes in climate can be highly idiosyncratic across space. Outcomes of interest like species populations and plant growth are complex functions of climate and idiosyncratic local features, such as soil characteristics, topography, and human modifications of the landscape.
Second, although the shortfall risk measures (SRMs) for which Dunkel and Weber (1) strongly advocate will certainly be better than simple variance in many applications, it is unlikely that any one type of risk measure will always be best in practice. Indeed, the SRM and SD are identical measures of risk when returns are Gaussian (4), and higher moments of return distributions are notoriously difficult to forecast (5) . The choice of SRM should be informed by the preferences of the decision maker, by information about the distributions associated with the conservation target that is being studied, and by the analysts' ability to produce the required detail in ecological outcome density forecasts. 
